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Remote staff support

Safety Assistance Management

Helping businesses maximise staff 
efficiency whilst improving safety
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and improve.

Helping businesses maximise staff 
efficiency whilst improving safety

Safety Assistance Management

GPS data delivers revolutionary management 
information and business analytics supporting 
more effective performance and management 
of remote staff.

Using simple texts, Staff Guardian 
streamlines welfare and assistance 
checks for travelling staff.

GPS location data and intelligent 
alerts make managing staff safety 
quick, easy and effective.

You can
instantly tell
where your people are,
help them more quickly than ever
before and give peace of mind that a
remote protection system is in place

24/7.

saving. 
Cost
Staff Guardian 
creates an automated
check in system allowing staff
to monitor their own safety reducing

Datahelps
us prove
Travel expenses, time
sheets and location accurately
recorded delivering high qualitymanagement input and cost.
management reports.
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Safety and Security Features

24/7 Connectivity
Small, lightweight GPS device connects your offsite staff to managers instantly. Multiple 
workers are tracked and locations updated via satellite every 10 seconds, synchronizing 
offsite employees with a central office-based team.

SOS to manager in seconds

SOS
generated

Device contacts 
Staff Guardian

Automated response

Call Text

Contacts managers

Email

Manager unavailable

Continues to contact 
multiple managers until 

response is received.

Manager takes action

Welfare call 
to user

Contacts emergency 
services

Response received

Manager ends SOS alert

External processes 
intiated to resolve 
the SOS situation

+ +

Remote staff are located with pinpoint precision. Whether responding to an SOS alert, or 
just checking on staff location, 36 GPS satellites combine to give you the most accurate 
location information.

Emergency Response
Automated emergency response system allows remote workers to send distress signals 
at the push of a button. Staff Guardian manages emergency situations intelligently, with 
manager(s) alerted immediately via phone, email and text message.

Precision
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https://www.staffguardian.com

Mapping

SOS

Staff Guardian shows you where all your staff 
are instantly upon logging into the app.

Pin point accuracy, updated in real-time, means 
Staff Guardian can locate your staff to within a 
few metres.

Routes are also displayed and updated in real-
time together with travel, speed and distance.

It takes seconds for you to receive an SOS alert 
created by a user.  

Staff Guardian eliminates the need to have an 
Alarm Receiving Centre to manually deliver alerts 
to you making the process much quicker and 
ultimately safer.

SOS alerts let you know where your staff member 
is with address, postcode and coordinates.  

Managers are continually alerted until one of them 
answers.  The manager that responds to the SOS 
call can then end the SOS as appropriate to let 
others know the situation has been resolved.

SOS text

Online SOS notification

Richard has pressed 
the SOS button and is 
located at TKIT Head 
Office, BS24 0BT.
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Assistance Features
Digital Check-in
Make the most of modern mobile technology to enhance support for your staff. Staff Guardian’s 
simple yet effective text-message based solution makes paper-based buddy systems a thing of the 
past. Use the automated digital buddy check-in system to cut costs and streamline management.

Location Alerts
With areas defined by “geo-fences,” get instantly notified when team-members enter or 
leave an area, as well as time spent within each.  Great for businesses who need to capture 
and record employee time on site for invoicing purpose.

Staff Privacy
Privacy for individual staff members is an important consideration. Staff Guardian allows 
users to clock in and out by setting up working hours within Staff Guardian.

Reporting
Access detailed logs of staff activity, check-ins, SOS alerts and text messages from Staff 
Guardian’s detailed records.

Data Security
100% data backup gives complete peace of mind. Staff Guardian safely stores and backs 
up historic data including logs, reports, location data, SOS alerts and text message activity.
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Entry text: “Today’s 
door code is SG3347.”

Exit text: 
“Safe journey.”

SG data centre

Geo-fencing
Geo-fences are location markers on your map that can understand when a 
staff member is within the geofence boundary.  Placing geo-fences around 
the locations that matter to you is easy using post codes, addresses or 
latitude and longitude coordinates.

You can start to find out how long staff spend inside the geo 
fences you create.  Geo-fences are also great for placing at the 
start and end of journeys.  In reports, users can be seen entering 
and leaving geo fences at precise times.

Managers create locations inside the ‘locations’ tab on the Staff 
Guardian app and they can be created anywhere.

Logging
Every interaction with Staff Guardian is recorded 
for your use.  In reports you can access detailed 
logs of your staff’s activity, check ins, SOS requests, 
incoming and outgoing texts.

Geofences in the Staff Guardian app.
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Management

Travel Information
Manage the performance of remote staff more effectively. Access time-
specific reports on location, travel times and mileage. Comprehensive 
travel information allows managers to identify and address inefficiencies in 
transport and logistics.

Expenses

Reports

Management

Automated mileage expense reports allow you to keep tabs on what you 
spend on travel. Save your employees time with automated reports for 
greater cost control.

Compare current and historic data to determine trends. Accurate data 
allows you to set benchmarks and forecast budgets more accurately.

Location data makes managing multiple staff in multiple locations much simpler.  
Assessing route choice and travel speeds can help you make operational decisions to 
improve customer service, efficiency and save cost.

38.7 mph

45.6 mph

22.5 mph

62.1 mph

8.4 mph

17.6 mph

SG Head Office

SG Data centre

Summary

Left Arrived Miles

SG Head Office SG Data centre9.10 am 9.49 am 22.9

Av Speed

32.48

Status

Has been at SG Data centre for 43 minutes
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https://www.staffguardian.comManagement tools
Staff Guardian combines all of your data and allows you to view 
locations visited with timings, route taken, miles driven and 
average speed. Comparing live and accurate staff data allows you 
to make more informed decisions.

Export your route, mileage and time spent on site data into PDF 
and Excel easily.

Staff Guardian grows stronger 
the more people use it. The larger 
data set you have to analyse, 
the smarter your business 
performance analysis becomes.

Think of it this way: If cars on the 
M25 drove by only occasionally, 
it would be tough to distinguish 
the ones speeding from the ones 
travelling within the limit.

But on a crowded motorway it’s 
easy to spot the reckless driver. 
Likewise, the more Staff Guardian 
users you have, the easier it is 
to identify both poor and star 
performers.

Make better decisions

Mileage Report

TKIT

TKIT

TKIT

TKIT

TKIT

72.99
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Business Benefits

Plan like a pro. Staff Guardian provides the information you 
need to manage your people effectively. From time spent 
on site to automated travel expenses, access detailed 
reports whenever, wherever. The ability to budget and 
control staff costs is significantly improved.

Cost Control

Value means getting more for less. For businesses that 
manage multiple remote staff, our integrated system 
delivers unique features for safety, assistance and staff 
management. Discover the joy of bundled benefits with a 
cloud-based infrastructure that gives unparalleled cost and 
operational efficiencies.

Value

Spot star performers, validate employee records from a 
single interface. Staff Guardian puts in place a support 
system that benefits remote workers and managers alike. 
Workers benefit from the confidence that their efforts 
are validated and crosschecked by an automated system. 
Managers benefit from the ability to identify star performers 
and allocate resources to better support individual staff 
that require assistance and support to improve.

Performance Driver

Staff Guardian lets you look after the people who 
look after your business. With up-to-the-minute GPS 
mapping and an automated SOS alert and response 
system, Staff Guardian takes remote-worker safety to 
the next level.

Staff Safety

Outperform the competition. Staff Guardian 
provides you with the data you need to make better 
decisions about your business, allowing you to 
continuously improve.

Pricing Science

What our customers say
“Our staff now feel so much safer when 
working out of the office.”

Joan, CEO of an Advice Bureau in Somerset.
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GPS Device
Small, silent and simple.

7.5 cm

4.5 cm

Functionality comparison:
Staff Guardian’s personal GPS Device vs Smart Phone application

SG GPS connects globally to any GPS 
and mobile network.

SG GPS enjoys priority traffic on an 
enterprise roaming sim card.

SG GPS creates a constant connection 
with our servers delivering live data.

Robust battery  life designed 
specifically for application.

100% of the processing power 
dedicated to tracking 100% of the time.

Flexible and competitive pricing.   

Secure and  encrypted.

Light, small, simple to use.

Interchangeable between users.

Discreet in challenging or risky 
situations.

1 press SOS button.

Undesirable to thieves.

Dedicated GPS and data connection.

Mobiles are restricted to 1 mobile 
network provider in the UK and abroad.

Mobile sims operate on domestic 
network connections.

Mobiles only ping the GPS and 
mobile networks periodically.

Continual data connections 
deplete battery life rapidly.

Processing power is shared across 
applications and operating system.

High cost.

Connection security more vulnerable

Complex to use.

Mobiles tend to be more personal.

Less discreet, higher value.

No dedicated SOS button.

Highly desirable to thieves.

Shares connection with SMS 
and voice, less reliable.
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From 70p per user per day.

• 12 month guarantee on SG GPS device

• Online and telephone support desk

• Security and encryption across all data transfers

• Multi network roaming SIM enabled

• Standard software license and updates

• Designated account manager

• Unlimited manager and report viewer accounts 

We are proud of the fact our solution creates real value to businesses at a competitive price.  Staff 
Guardian is an innovative and market leading product that can improve efficiency and deliver significant 
cost savings.  For most businesses we believe Staff Guardian can be self funding and create real value.

Our pricing model provides flexibility and simplicity with 100% of 
functionality and service included as standard.   This includes:

£15 per month, 
with a £75 upfront fee.

No hidden fees. No complications.

* prices subject to VAT



Test drive today

team@staffguardian.com

0800 862 0319

www.staffguardian.com

Staff Guardian is a registered trademark.

®

See how Staff Guardian can work for your business.  With 
direct support from our client account managers, roll out 
devices anywhere in the UK.

Printed on  paper from 
responsible sources.

Staff Guardian Ltd.  Company Number 8051502.
Registered address: Staff Guardian Ltd, 20 Lansdown, Stroud, Gloucestershire, GL5 1BG


